Identification of the structural basis of thermal lability of a virus provides a rationale for improved vaccines.
Virus stability and dynamics play critical roles during infection. Some viruses, including foot-and-mouth disease virus (FMDV), are surprisingly prone to thermal dissociation outside the cell. The structural bases and functional implications of this distinctive trait were essentially unknown. This study (1) uncovers the structural determinants of FMDV thermolability, (2) investigates the relationship between virus thermolability and infectivity, and (3) provides a structure-based rationale for engineering thermostable virus particles to develop improved vaccines and nanocontainers. The results reveal that negatively charged residues close to protein-protein interfaces exert electrostatic repulsions between capsid subunits and mediate the sensitivity of the virion to thermal dissociation, even at neutral pH. Based on these results, a series of fully infectious virions of increased thermostability were engineered by individually removing different carboxylates involved in intersubunit repulsions. The implications for virus biology and the design of thermostable vaccines are discussed.